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ABSTRACT In modern underwater warfare, detecting and locating enemy submarines is the primary task,
but there are still many difficulties in detecting submarines. The acoustic signals may distort in the ocean
channel due to the complexity of the ocean, which affects the detection of sonar. That is to say, the impact
of environmental factors needs to be considered in submarine detection. Therefore, this article proposes
an underwater collaborative detection method based on complex marine environments, constructs a sonar
underwater detection capability analysis system to improve detection performance, analyzes the impact
of marine environmental factors on sonar detection capability, evaluates sonar performance using sonar
quality factor, calculates sonar detection distance, establishes polar coordinates, and explores sonar detection
capability; Besides, the concept of collaborative detection is also introduced, and a collaborative detection
probability distribution surface is proposed to fuse the detection capabilities of different platforms, presenting
the collaborative detection capabilities of multiple platforms in the form of probability contour lines. The
detection performance of different deployment methods is explored by changing the placement position
and number of platforms. At last, the research has shown that the underwater detection capability of sonar is
closely related to the marine environment. The square layout in underwater collaborative detection has better
detection performance. The research results of this article can provide references for the layout of platforms
in underwater detection tasks.

INDEX TERMS Marine environment, sound signal propagation, collaborative detection, probability
distribution surface, detection capability.

I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater warfare occupies the main position in today’s
naval warfare due to its unique concealment and complexity.
The emergence of this new form of combat has brought
unprecedented challenges to naval warfare. In addition,
the development and application of various new types of
unmanned underwater combat equipment in recent years have
put forward higher requirements for the study of underwater
combat concepts [1].

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Tao Wang .

Underwater combat is a typical systematical combat. With
the introduction of the concept of agile underwater combat
by the US military, the widespread application of unmanned
clusters in underwater combat has become a research hotspot
in various countries. Due to limited investment in resources
and constantly changing task requirements, and different plat-
forms have different tasks. It is necessary to coordinate the
impact of the marine environment on the ability of each node
platform to achieve tasks, making the planning of underwater
combat missions more challenging. Submarine detection is
the primary task of underwater warfare and the foundation
for achieving a series of activities such as submarine
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search and attack. In the field of submarine detection,
traditional platform anti submarine detection methods and
tactical collaborative anti submarine detection methods have
always been the most commonly used detection methods.
In recent years, underwater acoustic network (UAN) [2]
and unmanned underwater vehicle (UUV) technology [3]
have developed rapidly, providing new directions for anti
submarine detection.

In the field of anti-submarine collaborative detection,
research on collaborative detection of homogeneous detec-
tion equipment has achieved relatively numerous results,
while research on collaborative detection of heterogeneous
sensors is currently mainly focused on tactical collaborative
operations, and has not yet delved into the fusion level
of detection information [4]. Although homogeneous for-
mations can effectively improve detection efficiency, the
single platform type and function within the formation
limits its flexibility in application. Heterogeneous formation
detection is currently a hot research direction in cluster
detection. Based on the characteristics of various types of
platforms, tasks on each platform are reasonably allocated to
enhance strengths and avoid weaknesses, and improve overall
detection efficiency [5].
Ji et al. [6] proposed a regional coverage performance

evaluation model based on a multi-static sonar detection
system, and verified the feasibility of improving the detection
performance of the sonar system by reasonably setting the
working parameters of the sonar system through experi-
ments. Wu [7] proposed a collaborative detection method
for the Anti Submarine Detection Profile (ASDP), which
accurately describes the global situation distribution of the
search capability of the anti submarine system through the
visualization of probability distribution. This result, after
practical modification, can be used to assist anti submarine
system combatants in command decision-making. Zou [8]
proposed a regional coverage performance evaluation model
for a multi-static sonar detection system and verified the
feasibility of improving the detection performance of the
sonar system by reasonably setting the working parameters
of the sonar system. Zhou [9] proposed a fusion detection
algorithm for multi-static sonar systems based on cumulative
detection probability, comparing the detection performance
of different sonar arrangements, and further studying the
spatial gain of vector hydrophones. In recent years, multiple
scholars have conducted research on sonar deployment
strategies for collaborative detection and have achieved rich
results [10], [11], [12]. Based on the above research, this
article further studies the area coverage capability of multi
platform collaborative detection and explores the impact of
platform placement on the detection coverage area.

The ocean is the combat space for submarines and anti-
submarine forces, and its environmental characteristics play
a decisive role in the detection and tracking of acoustic
sensors. It is crucial to fully understand and master the ocean
battlefield environment for submarines and anti-submarine
forces. Reasonable utilization of the ocean environment and

efficient performance of sonar are the basic conditions for
achieving victory in underwater warfare. With the continuous
deepening of research on ocean environmental effects, the
impact of the underwater acoustic environment on the design
and application of sonar equipment can be quantitatively
described [13].
Due to the constantly changing marine environment, the

impact of environmental information on marine warfare
is enormous. While the underwater environment has a
certain impact on the propagation of underwater acoustic
signals, which can interfere with the detection probability
of sonar [14]. Based on this point, domestic and foreign
experts and scholars have begun to focus on studying
the impact of underwater environment on sonar detection
capabilities. Guo [15] explored the impact of environmental
uncertainty on the prediction of sonar action distance and
proposed the probability distribution of sonar action distance,
providing a probability basis for the prediction of action
distance. Zhang et al. [16] studied the main factors affecting
the operating distance of passive sonar and conducted
experimental analysis using orthogonal experimental design.
The results show that the operating frequency and depth of
sonar have a significant impact on the operating distance
of sonar. Gao et al. [17] examined seasonal changes in the
ocean and the impact of different regions on the probability
of passive sonar detection, and established a mathematical
model for the probability of passive sonar detection to
quantitatively describe the effects of the ocean environment.
Tong [18] delved deeper into the impact of the ocean
environment on sonar systems. He pointed out that in addition
to traditional sonar technology improvements, it is also
necessary to consider the complexity of ocean environment
noise and changes, and adapt sonar systems to the ocean
environment to achieve better detection performance. In the
complex and ever-changing marine environment, the impact
of seabed topography on the propagation of sound waves is
receiving increasing attention. Liu et al. [19], [20] were the
first to use the BELLHOP ray model for underwater sound
field calculations, analyzing the impact of seabed topography
on sound field uncertainty, laying an important theoretical
foundation for sound propagation and its applications in
complex marine environments. In recent years, more and
more scholars have begun to study the construction of sonar
detection and analysis models, quantitatively analyzing the
impact of the marine environment on detection capabilities,
and have achieved relatively abundant results [21], [22], [23].
It can be seen that marine environmental factors have a
significant impact on the performance of sonar equipment,
and it is urgent to establish a suitable sonar detection
capability analysis model to analyze the impact of marine
environment on sonar detection capability. Therefore, in this
article, suitable ocean acoustic models will be explored to
analyze how the underwater detection capability of sonar
changes with changes in ocean environmental conditions.

In summary, research on anti-submarine detection is
becoming increasingly diversified, but a complete analysis
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system for sonar underwater detection capability has not
yet been constructed. Therefore, this paper starts from the
sonar equation, combines hydrological environments such
as temperature, salinity, and depth, and using the Bellhop
ray model to calculate underwater sound propagation.
By introducing the sonar quality factor, a sonar detection
capability analysis system is constructed, and it is introduced
into the polar coordinate system to visualize the real-time
detection performance of the sonar. At the same time, the
concept of collaborative detection is introduced, and the
detection capabilities of multiple sonar are integrated to
generate a collaborative detection probability for the entire
region. The impact of sonar placement position and number
on the overall detection capability is also analyzed. The
research results provide reference for the placement of sonar
in underwater detection tasks.

II. METHODS
A. OCEAN ENVIRONMENTAL SOUND PROPAGATION
MODEL
The sonar equation combines sonar equipment, detection
targets, and marine environmental characteristics, and is
the theoretical basis for conducting sonar detection [24].
According to the working mode of sonar, it can be divided
into two types: active sonar and passive sonar. In underwater
warfare, these twomethods are also mainly used for detection
and positioning, and thus two signal margin formulas for
active and passive are established. Among them, the active
sonar equation can be divided into two types based on the
main interference types: reverberation background and noise
background.

The signal margin when under reverberation as the main
interference type can be expressed as:

SE = SL − TL1 − TL2 + TS − RL − DT (1)

The signal margin when under noise as the main interfer-
ence type can be expressed as:

SE = SL − TL1 − TL2 + TS − NL − DT + DI (2)

In the equation, SE represents the signal margin, which is
the signal strength received by the receiver, SL represents the
sound source level, TL1 and TL2 represent the propagation
loss on the transmission and reception paths, TS represents
the target strength, RL represents the reverberation level, DT
represents the detection threshold of the sonar device, NL
represents the noise interference level, and DI represents the
reception directionality index.

The signal margin under passive working mode can be
expressed as:

SE = SL1 − TL3 − NL − DT + DI (3)

In the equation, SE represents the signal margin, which is
the signal strength received by the receiver, SL1 represents
the target radiation sound source level, TL3 represents the
propagation loss between the target and the receiver, DT

represents the detection threshold of the sonar equipment,NL
represents the noise interference level, and DI represents the
receiving directionality index.

From the above equations (1), (2), and (3), it can be seen
that there is a close relationship between signal margin and
propagation loss when the signal source and receiving source
have been determined. Therefore, for the better simulation
of the underwater sound field, it is necessary to establish a
comprehensive underwater sound propagation loss model.

The quantitative transmission loss describes the amount
of change in sound intensity generated by sound waves as
a function of their propagation distance. The propagation
of acoustic signals in underwater sound fields is mainly
influenced by the depth of the sound source, emission
frequency, receiver depth, and various environmental param-
eters such as seabed depth, seawater temperature, seawater
salinity, and seabed topography. Therefore, the sound field
environment can be predicted based on relevant data.
At present, commonly used ocean sound propagation models
include Bellhop ray model, Kraken normal mode model, and
RAM parabolic equation model.

The Bellhop ray model not only has fast calculation speed,
but also can effectively deal with the problem of high-
frequency horizontal changes. Therefore, this article selects
the Bellhop ray model to calculate the propagation loss of
underwater acoustic signals. Bellhop is a model that predicts
the sound pressure field in marine environments through ray
and Gaussian beam tracking. It calculates the sound field in a
horizontally non-uniform environment using Gaussian beam
tracking method. In the calculation process of this model, the
important parameter of sound velocity profile is required.

The sound speed profile (SSP) refers to the vertical profile
where the sound speed varies with depth. At present, the
sound velocity profile of seawater is mainly calculated based
on temperature, salinity, and depth. The commonly used
calculation formulas areMedwin and Del Grosso. This article
uses the Medwin formula to calculate the sound velocity
profile. The expression for calculating the sound velocity
given by Medwin [25] is:

v = 1449.2 + 4.6t − 0.055t2 + 0.00029t3

+ (1.34 − 0.01t)(S − 35) + 0.016d (4)

In the formula, v represents the speed of sound in m/s,
d represents depth in m, t represents temperature in oC,
S represents salinity in ng/L.

Equation (4) shows that the calculation of sound velocity in
seawater is mainly related to depth, temperature, and salinity.

B. SONAR DETECTION CAPABILITY ANALYSIS MODEL
The Figure of Merit (FOM) can combine different sonar
devices and targets, and is also a comprehensive measure of
sonar performance. For a given sonar system, it objectively
describes the detection ability and degree of superiority and
inferiority of the sonar under specific detection performance
requirements. The calculation formula for the sonar quality
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factor is:

FOM = SL − NL − DTFOM + DI (5)

In the formula, SL represents the sound source level, NL
represents the noise level, DTFOM represents the detection
threshold of the sonar device, andDI represents the receiving
directivity index.

The formula for calculating the probability of sonar
detection Pd can be expressed as:

Pd = 1 −
1
2
erfc[

SE
√
2
] (6)

In the equation, erfc[x] is the complementary error
function, and the definition equation can be expressed as:

erfc[x] =
2

√
π

∫
∞

x
e−η2dη (7)

SE represents the signal margin, and by combining
equations (1), (2), (3), and (5), the calculation formula for
SE can be obtained, which is:

SE(Active) = FOM − 2TL (8)

SE(Passive) = FOM − TL (9)

In the equation, TL represents the propagation loss on the
transmission and reception paths. From equation (6), it can
be seen that when SE = 0, Pd =0.5.

C. SONAR DETECTION CAPABILITY IN POLAR
COORDINATE SYSTEM
Polar coordinate system is a coordinate system with polar
diameter and polar angle as coordinate variables, which can
be used to describe the direction and distance of sound waves
propagating in water. In the polar coordinate system of sonar
detection capability, the detection platform is used as the pole,
the distance is represented by the polar diameter, and the
direction is represented by the polar angle.

Firstly, evenly select 36 azimuth angles, with each azimuth
angle spaced 10 ◦ apart. Then, the sonar detection capability
analysis model is used to calculate the detection probability of
each point in 36 directions. Finally, the detection probability
of all points in the entire polar coordinate system region is
obtained through multiple spline interpolation methods.

D. COLLABORATIVE DETECTION PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION SURFACE
As shown in the Figure 1 (a), underwater collaborative
detection is a multi-platform, multi-sensor collaborative
detection technology aimed at improving the detection and
tracking capabilities of submarines. This technology achieves
rapid and accurate detection and positioning of submarines
through information sharing, collaborative computing, and
comprehensive analysis between multiple platforms and
sensors, providing more timely and reliable decision support
for underwater operations. As shown in Figure 1 (b), four
detection platforms perform detection tasks in the task area,
and by integrating the detection information of all detection

FIGURE 1. Collaborative detection map.

platforms, the detection coverage task of the task area can
be achieved. When an enemy submarine enters the detection
area, it can successfully detect and capture the position
information of the enemy submarine, providing information
support for the next task.

Each detection device has its own detection range, which
is directly related to the target. Therefore, the probability
range of detection varies for different targets. Unify the
detection probabilities of each detection device using a
probability surface, and fuse the detection capabilities
through normalization to form a global detection capability
situationmap, which can reflect different degrees of detection
probability distribution.

The collaborative detection probability distribution surface
is centered around the detection platform, and the detection
probability of each point located within the range of the
detection equipment is calculated using a sonar detection
capability analysis model. Therefore, the area where these
points are located is called the collaborative detection proba-
bility distribution surface of the detection platform.Generally,
different detection platforms have significant differences in
detection range. Next, establish a mathematical model for the
collaborative detection probability distribution surface.
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Given the detection area A, M represents the set of
detection platforms M = {m1,m2 . . .mn}, and P is the set
of detection capabilities P = {p1(x), p2(x) . . . pn(x)} for each
detection platform. Therefore, the detection probability at
point r(x, y) on the detection probability surface of detection
platform miis pi(r).
Because the detection probability of each detection plat-

form at point r(x, y) is different, it is necessary to solve
the comprehensive probability, which is also the core issue
of collaborative detection probability. This article uses joint
probability for calculation, expressed as:

Pd (r) = 1 −

n∏
i=1

(1 − pi(r)) (10)

By calculating equation (11), the joint probability surface
matrix can be obtained:

Pd =

 p11 . . . p1n
...

. . .
...

pm1 · · · pmn

 (11)

Among them, m and n represent the range of probability
surface values, x ∈ (1,m), y ∈ (1, n).

III. EXPERIMENT RESULT AND ANALYSIS
A. ACOUSTIC ENERGY ANALYSIS BASED ON MARINE
ENVIRONMENT
The WOA2018 dataset is a marine hydrological dataset
released by the NOAA organization in the United States in
2018, which includes data on water temperature, salinity,
oxygen content, etc. The accuracy of longitude and latitude
can reach 15 points [26], [27].Topo_19.1 dataset was
released by Dr. Sandwell’s research team in 2014 and
contains global ocean depth data with an accuracy of up to
1 point [28]. This article selects the statistical average dataset
of spring water temperature and salinity fromWOA2018 data
from 2005 to 2017, combined with the topo_19.1 sea depth
dataset is used to calculate the sound velocity profile at a
selected location.

Select a location (22◦N , 132◦E) and extract water temper-
ature, salinity, and sea depth data for that location. According
to the basic knowledge of acoustics, it can be seen that most
environmental factors related to sonar can be displayed using
sound velocity profiles [29]. Based on equation (4), this
article draws a sound velocity profile at the selected location,
and the results are shown in Figure 2.
From Figure 2, it can be seen that different marine

environments exhibit significant changes in sound velocity
with increasing depth. During the transition of sound
velocity from negative gradient to positive gradient, there
are significant differences in sonar detection distance and
performance. Besides, the depth with the lowest sound speed
is beneficial for detection, while the depth with the highest
sound speed is advantageous for concealment. Therefore,
sonar is generally deployed at the location with the lowest

FIGURE 2. Sound velocity profile.

sound velocity for detection, which is beneficial for detecting
enemy targets.

According to the calculated sound velocity profile in
Figure 2, the Bellhop calculation model and extracted sea
depth data are used to set the positions of the detection sonar
and the detected target, by the way, the sound field energy
distribution and sound line propagation curve at this position
are also plotted. The results are shown in Figure 3. During
the simulation process, both the sound source and receiver
depths were set to 1000m, and the emission frequency of the
emission source was 1.2kHz. The Bellhop calculation model
has a calculation depth of 6000m, a depth calculation step
of 1m, a horizontal calculation distance of 100km, and a
horizontal calculation step of 5m.

As shown in Figure 3 (a), the abscissa represents the
transmission distance in units of km, while the ordinate
represents the depth in units of m. As the transmission
distance increases, the propagation loss gradually increases,
and there is a significant jump at 30 km points. Based on
Figure 3 (b), it can be seen that an underwater mountain exists
here, whichwill affect the propagation of underwater acoustic
signals. In addition, it can be concluded that underwater
sound can propagate further near the sound channel, which
also indicates that the detection ability of sonar is closely
related to the marine environment.

B. VERIFY THE INFLUENCE OF WORKING FREQUENCY ON
THE ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SOUND FIELD
According to the research in section III-A, a sound channel
can be formed at the lowest underwater sound velocity,
allowing the sonar to detect farther distances. Therefore, this
article sets the depth of the sonar to 100 mand explores
the impact of frequency on sound energy. Select a location
(21◦N , 122◦E) and extract water temperature, salinity, and
sea depth data for that location. By using equation (4), the
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FIGURE 3. Sound energy distribution and sound line propagation curve.

sound velocity profile at this location can be obtained, and
then the energy distribution of the sound field at different
frequencies can be calculated using the Bellhop model,
as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 shows the sound energy distribution of signals
with frequencies of 800Hz, 1.2kHz, 2kHzand 5kHz at a
sound source depth of 1000m. The horizontal axis represents
the transmission distance, in units of m, and the vertical
axis represents the depth, in units of m. Comparing the
four figures (a), (b), (c), and (d), it can be seen that if the
difference in operating frequency is not significant, changing
the signal operating frequency has a relatively small impact
on the sound energy distribution, and the characteristics of
the sound energy distribution have no significant change.
That is, when the difference in operating frequency is small,
the influence of the signal operating frequency on the sound
energy distribution is limited. Therefore, when selecting the
working frequency of sonar for simulation, the impact of
different frequencies on detection ability can be ignored,

TABLE 1. Calculation of sonar detection capability in polar coordinate
system.

as long as it is limited in the commonly used working
frequency band of sonar.

C. SIMULATION OF SONAR DETECTION CAPABILITY IN
POLAR COORDINATE SYSTEM
The ocean environment data is the same as the ocean
environment parameters in section III-B (21◦N , 122◦E), and
the sonar’s working state is selected as passive by default.
The main steps and parameters for calculating the polar
coordinate system of sonar detection capability are shown in
Table 1, the propagation loss results are shown in Figure 5,
and the polar coordinate system of detection capability is
shown in Figure 6.

From Figure 5, it can be seen that the propagation
losses vary depending on the marine environment (water
temperature, salinity, etc.) at different locations.

From Figure 6, it can be seen that the detection ability
of sonar is estimated by the detection probability. The
detection probability of each point on polar coordinates
represents the detection probability of the point when the
sonar is deployed at the center position (21◦N , 122◦E). The
higher the detection probability, the higher the detection
accuracy of the sonar. According to equation (7), when
SE = 0, Pd =0.5. This article assumes that sonar can
detect when the detection probability Pd is greater than
0.5; When the detection probability Pd is less than 0.5, the
sonar cannot detect it. Using this method to determine the
sonar detection capability in Figure 6, the results are shown
in Figure 7.
FromFigure 7, it can be seen that the yellow area represents

the positions that sonar can detect, while the blue area
represents the positions that sonar cannot detect, indicating
that this is closely related to marine environmental factors.

To verify the correctness of the selection of sonar
deployment depth in section III-A, we placed the sonar at
depths of 500mand 1500m, and calculated the propagation
loss polar map, detection capability polar map, and detection
distance polar map at that depth. The results are shown in
Figure 8.
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FIGURE 4. Energy distribution map of sound field at different frequencies.

From Figure 8, it can be seen that when the sonar is placed
at depths of 500m and 1500m, the detection performance of
the sonar decreases significantly compared to when the sonar
is placed at a position of 1000m. It verifies the conclusion
proposed in section III-A, that the sonar should be placed at
the position with the lowest sound velocity.

D. CALCULATION AND SIMULATION OF COLLABORATIVE
DETECTION PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION SURFACE
The basic idea of calculating the collaborative detection
probability distribution surface proposed in this article is
to separately calculate the detection capabilities of different
detection platforms at different positions, generate detection
capability distribution maps for each position, then fuse
the detection capability distribution maps of all detection
platforms at all positions, calculate the probability dis-
tribution of the overlapping part, and finally obtain the

collaborative detection probability distribution surface of
the entire region. Due to the rapid changes in the marine
environment, in order to facilitate experimen-tal solutions,
the following assumptions are made: during the simulation
process, the sonar is set to use active working mode; The
detection area is a rectangular area and the area is scaled;
Sonar can be deployed with certainty, and once deployed, its
position will no longer change.

When conducting collaborative detection tasks, the loca-
tion of platform deployment has a significant impact on
the overall detection performance. If the distance between
platforms is too close, it will cause overlap in the coverage
areas of each platform, reducing coverage efficiency; If the
platforms are too far apart, it will affect the collaborative
effect and also reduce coverage efficiency. Therefore, rea-
sonable planning of placement positions can improve the
area coverage capability of the detection system. This article
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FIGURE 5. Polar plot of propagation loss.

FIGURE 6. Polar plot of detection capability.

proposes a collaborative detection probability distribution
surface to demonstrate regional detection performance.
Based on this, the detection performance of five sonar
node deployment forms, namely center deployment, hori-
zontal uniform deployment, vertical uniform deployment,
equilateral triangle deployment, and square deployment, was
studied.

During the simulation process, the simulation generates
500 × 500 task areas.And the sonar is uniformly distributed,
assuming a detection threshold of 0.8, that is, when the
detection accuracy at each point in the area is higher
than 0.8, it is considered to meet the detection task
requirements. The main steps and parameters for calculating
the collaborative detection probability distribution surface are
shown in Table 2, and the collaborative detection probability
distribution surface is shown in Figure 8.
As shown in Figure 9, taking Figure (a) as an example,

the collaborative detection probability distribution surface

FIGURE 7. Polar coordinate map of detection distance.

TABLE 2. Calculate collaborative detection probability distribution
surface.

TABLE 3. Overall detection performance under different deployment
methods.

is presented as a probability contour line. The higher
the probability obtained, the higher the detection accuracy
performs; On the contrary, the lower the probability obtained,
the lower the detection accuracy performs. Table 3 lists the
overall detection performance of sonar under five different
deployment forms.

Comparing the five figures (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) in
Figure 9, combinedwith Table 3, it can be seen that when only
a single sonar is deployed, only a small portion of the area
meets the threshold requirement. As the number of deployed
sonar increases, the range of areas that meet the threshold
requirement also increases.
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FIGURE 8. Sonar detection performance map at depths of 500m and 1500m.

From the above research, it can be found that when
the task area is fixed, as the number of deployed sonar

increases, the detection range coverage also increases.
However, considering the limitations of operational costs,
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FIGURE 9. Collaborative detection probability distribution surface map.

when placing four sonar units in a square layout, the detection
coverage rate is 98.92%, which means that the task area
basically meets the threshold requirements, so there will be
no additional number of deployed sonar units.

Comparing the above experimental results, it reflects the
advantages of multi platform collaborative detection and the
better detection performance of the square layout.

IV. CONCLUSION
This article takes the marine environment as the background
and delves into the issue of underwater detection performance
in anti-submarine warfare. The main conclusions obtained
from the study are as follows:

(1)Starting from the sonar equation and combiningwith the
sonar quality factor, a sonar detection performance analysis
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system was constructed to verify the significant impact of
the ocean environment on sound propagation. At the same
time, a polar coordinate system was constructed to analyze
the underwater detection capability of sonar, realizing the
visualization of sonar detection performance and providing
a more intuitive and in-depth understanding and analysis of
sonar detection performance.

(2)Aiming at the information fusion problem of hetero-
geneous detection platforms, a joint detection probability
distribution surface is proposed, which integrates the detec-
tion capabilities of multiple sonar systems and displays the
overall detection probability of the region in the form of
contour lines. At the same time, simulation experiments were
conducted to compare the detection performance of different
deployment strategies of sonar, demonstrating the advantages
of multi platform joint detection and the better detection
performance of the square deployment form.

It can be seen that the research results of this article
have important reference value for the implementation of
underwater exploration tasks, and provide a scientific basis
for the deployment of exploration platforms.
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